**Forensic Data Analytics Ey United**

News. EY and Velon launch cycling data-tracking system EY and Velon launched VelonLive - a suite of digital data collection services to provide enhanced performance insights for cyclists and fans worldwide.

**Home - EY - United Kingdom**

Welcome to EY.com. In addition to cookies that are strictly necessary to operate this website, we use the following types of cookies to improve your experience and our services: Functional cookies to enhance your experience (e.g. remember settings), Performance cookies to measure the website's performance and improve your experience, Advertising/Targeting cookies, which are set by third ...

**Site map | EY - Global**

The C-Integrity Hong Kong series is designed only for General Counsel, Chief Compliance Officer, Head of Audit and Head of Risk. This C-Integrity series is a closed-door event for 150 persons and this is an invitation-only event.

**Hong Kong 2019 | C-Integrity**

Brian was the founder of EY's Forensic Big Data Advisory service in China. He leads a group of 50+ data scientists. He has over 16 years of combined experience providing big data analytics, artificial intelligence, forensic data analytics, automation, information technology consulting and auditing to a number of Fortune 2000 companies in the United States, Greater China, and Singapore.

**Beijing 2019 | C-Integrity**

Meet Our Partners. Our partners are your partners. From cloud migration and implementation, to user support and training, to project management and strategic consultation, Relativity partners are committed to delivering value through e-discovery services and providing a transformative experience to your organization.

**Partners | e-Discovery Vendors | Relativity**

Searching for a job in consulting? Consultancy.uk presents a complete overview of advisory and consultancy jobs at renown consulting firms.

**Consulting jobs | Consultancy.uk**

Diana Kelley is the Cybersecurity Field CTO for Microsoft and a cybersecurity architect, executive advisor and author. At Microsoft she leverages her 25+ years of cyber risk and security experience to provide advice and guidance to CSOs, CIOs and CISOs at some of the world’s largest companies and is a contributor the Microsoft Security Intelligence Report (SIR).

**2018 ACFE Fraud Conference Canada**

9:00am – 10:00am | Legalweek Keynote 1. Leadership in the Profession of Law and How It is Changing. Join us for a fireside chat with Alberto Gonzales, 80th Attorney General of the United States (2005-2007) and Loretta Lynch, 83rd Attorney General of the United States (2015-2017), as they share their experiences from their professional journeys and provide insights to the trends and evolution ...

**Legaltech - Legalweek**

Consulting firms on Consultancy.org, the globe’s premier consulting industry network. An overview of top consulting firms from across the globe.

**Consulting firms | Consultancy.org**

Dr Mourouzis is a Research Fellow at the UCL Centre for Blockchain Technologies (UCL CBT) and Programme Director of the MSc in Business Intelligence and Data Analytics at the CIIM – Cyprus International Institute of Management.
Cyprus Blockchain Technologies - The first non-profit ...
Paul Barkan is Senior Vice President, Chief Risk Officer of Newtown Savings Bank and joined the Bank in 2016. He is responsible for leading the Risk Management, Compliance and Anti-Fraud units and has held various financial-related positions in Compliance and Risk Management during the course of his career.

Risk Americas Convention | Risk Management Conference
ACORN machine is a fintech platform that helps automate the way banks penetrate the bespoke SME lending market. It does this by leveraging process excellence, machine learning and technology to fuel data-driven decision making across the loan lifecycle.

Solution Providers | Cloud Security Alliance
Visa Session with Mr. Joseph Pomper, Minister Counselor for Consular Affairs, U.S. Embassy. 11th December 2018. AMCHAM's Eastern Region organized an interactive session at the Hyatt on December 11th, 2018 in Kolkata, with Mr. Joseph Pomper, Minister Counselor for Consular Affairs, U.S. Embassy, New Delhi, Mr. Dan Wilson, Vice Counsel, U.S. Consulate Kolkata and the Consular team. Mr. Pomper ...

Past events 2018 | AMCHAM India
The Sustainability Accounting Standards Board is an independent standards board that is accountable for the due process, outcomes, and ratification of the SASB standards, including any changes to the standards. Members of the Standards Board are appointed by the SASB Foundation Board of Directors ...

Standards Board - Sustainability Accounting Standards Board
About the Accounting and Financial Management Master's Degree. Courses in the accounting and financial management master's degree curriculum feature projects for real companies and organizations, studies of real crises, and analysis of real-time data sets.

Accounting and Financial Management Master's Degree
The RH-ISAC was formed in 2014 as the home of the Retail and Hospitality Information Sharing and Analysis Center (ISAC) and operates as a central hub for sharing sector-specific cyber security information and intelligence.

Home - RH-ISAC
Tariq Abdullah supports Walmart as Senior Director of Legal Operations and Data & Analytics. His team leads initiatives in data & analytics, AI, technology, and organizational innovation to enable data-driven decision making and operational efficiency.

CLOC 2019 Vegas Institute - Speakers | Online Registration ...
We researched hundreds of online and hybrid MBA programs based in the U.S. for our 2019 Online MBA Super Ranking. US News and World Report Best Online MBA Programs Ranking, the Princeton Review Top 25 Online MBA Program Ranking, the Financial Times Global Online MBA Ranking, and the Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) Global Distance Online MBA Ranking, were all used as an integral part of our data.

Top 50 Online MBA Super Ranking 2019
Note: This Law Lab is limited to 30 delegates. Please pre-book via the conference registration form. Master the tools you need when choosing and implementing legal technologies to protect the corporate brand against counterfeiting and other online marketing risks.

Programme | ACC Europe 2019
The Center For Financial Professionals is an international research organization and the focal point for financial risk professionals to advance through renowned thought-leadership, knowledge sharing, unparalleled networking, industry solutions and lead generation. CFP is driven by and
dedicated to high quality and reliable primary market research.